In this work, we discover the daily location-driven routines that are contained in a massive real-life human dataset collected by mobile phones. Our goal is the discovery and analysis of human routines that characterize both individual and group behaviors in terms of location patterns. We develop an unsupervised methodology based on two differing probabilistic topic models and apply them to the daily life of 97 mobile phone users over a 16-month period to achieve these goals. Topic models are probabilistic generative models for documents that identify the latent structure that underlies a set of words. Routines dominating the entire group's activities, identified with a methodology based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation topic model, include "going to work late", "going home early", "working nonstop" and "having no reception (phone off)" at different times over varying time-intervals. We also detect routines which are characteristic of users, with a methodology based on the Author-Topic model. With the routines discovered, and the two methods of characterizing days and users, we can then perform various tasks. We use the routines discovered to determine behavioral patterns of users and groups of users. For example, we can find individuals that display specific daily routines, such as "going to work early" or "turning off the mobile (or having no reception) in the evenings". We are also able to characterize daily patterns by determining the topic structure of days in addition to determining whether certain routines occur dominantly on weekends or weekdays. Furthermore, the routines discovered can be used to rank users or find subgroups of users who display certain routines. We can also characterize users based on their entropy. We compare our method to one based on clustering using K-means. Finally, we analyze an individual's routines over time to determine regions with high variations, which may correspond to specific events.
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INTRODUCTION
The mobile phone is the most widely spread technology, with more than half of the human population (4 billion) having subscriptions in the world by 2008 [Ling and Donner 2009] . This revolution in mobile communication is very recent, and the progression occurred rapidly, simply over the last thirty years. Recently, researchers are realizing the rich information that can be captured by these ubiquitous devices, which has potential impact on a vast range of domains including epidemiology, psychology and sociology, urban planning, security and intelligence, and health monitoring. The rich and vast amount of data that can be captured by these ubiquitous devices ranges from communication, location, proximity, motion, and video, to name a few. The potential for use of this information is huge and mostly unexplored. The potential for mobile phones to help humans in aspects of life other than communication in the future is huge, and what the next mobile revolution will lead to is clearly open.
Our focus is the automatic discovery of human activities and routines from mobile phone location data collected by one hundred individuals over the course of a year. We define routines to be temporal regularities in people's lives. A routine often involves patterns of location transitions over time (e.g., being at work or going from work to home), possibly over different time scales and for varying time intervals. Automatic routine classification and discovery are in general challenging tasks as people's locations often vary from day to day and from individual to individual, and data from sensors can frequently be incomplete as well as noisy. A supervised learning approach to activity recognition would require prior knowledge in the form of predefined activity categories and labeled data [Liao et al. 2006] . In contrast, an unsupervised learning approach has the potential of automatic discovery of emerging routines of people not requiring training data. Through discovery, sifting through large amounts of noisy data becomes possible. Further, one can cluster data (i.e., people or days) corresponding to the most common routines (those of several people) and discover the dataset structure with minimal prior knowledge.
In this work, we develop a novel methodology built on topic models to discover location-driven routines; these models were initially designed for text documents [Blei et al. 2003; Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004] . Recently, they have been successfully applied to data sources other than text, such as images Quelhas et al. 2007 ], video [Niebles et al. 2006] , genetics [Pritchard et al. 2000] , and wearable sensor data [Huynh et al. 2008 ], but to our knowledge, their use for real-life routine modeling from large-scale mobile phone data is novel. Topic models are generative models that represent documents as mixtures of topics, learned in a latent space, and they allow for clustering and ranking of documents, words, and other entities, like authors [Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004] . They are advantageous to activity modeling tasks due to their ability to effectively characterize discrete data represented by bags (i.e., histograms of discrete items). These models can capture which words are important to a topic as well as the prevalence of those topics within a document, resulting in a rank measure. The fact that multiple topics can be responsible for the words occurring in a single document discriminates this model from standard Bayesian classifiers [Duda et al. 2000] . We can take advantage of the bag flexibility to find routines at different temporal granularities, additionally incorporating transitions over time. In this article, we show that topic models prove to be effective in making sense of behavioral patterns at large-scale while filtering out the immense amount of noise in real-life data.
The contributions of this work are the following.
(1) We devise a novel bag representation of a day of the life of a mobile phone user which captures both fine-grain and coarse-grain times as well as transitions in locations over time. (2) We propose a methodology for the automatic discovery of daily locationbased routine patterns with Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [Blei et al. 2003 ], where we discover routines characteristic of all days in the dataset. (3) We extend our methodology via the Author Topic model (ATM) [Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004 ] to discover routines of a varying sort, this time emphasized on individual users' as opposed to all users' days. (4) We perform several analysis tasks with the model outputs, including finding routines which dominate on certain types of days; finding days which are well represented by few/many topics; finding a given user's dominating daily patterns; finding low entropy and high entropy users; determining when a large variation occurs for a given user's routine over time; and discovering groups of users that follow certain trends.
This article is organized as follows. The next section discusses related work. Section 3 outlines the overview of this research and our approach. We then discuss our bag representation methodology in Section 4, followed by a brief overview of topic models in Section 5. We present and discuss the experimental results in Section 6. Section 7 draws the article to conclusion.
RELATED WORK
There is relatively little work on activity recognition and modeling tasks using mobile phone data. Research using mobile phone data has mostly focused on location-driven data analysis, more specifically, using Global Positioning System (GPS) data to predict transportation mode [Patterson et al. 2003 , Reddy et al. 2008 , to predict user destinations [Krumm and Horvitz 2006] or paths [Akoush and Sameh 2007] , and to predict daily step count [Sohn et al. 2006] . Other location-driven tasks have made use of Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) data for indoor localization [Otsason et al. 2005] or WiFi for large-scale localization [Letchner et al. 2005] . The BeaconPrint algorithm [Hightower et al. 2005 ] uses both WiFi and GSM to learn the places a user goes and detect if the user returns to these places. On the other hand, there is an increasing body of work on activity recognition using various types of wearable sensor data ] not including mobile phones. For example, the sociometer [Choudhury and Pentland 2003 ] is a wearable sensor package, which is used to monitor face-to-face interactions and social dynamics. PlaceLab [Larson and Intille] is an example of a "living lab", where hundreds of sensors are built into objects and the home environment (as opposed to wearable sensors) for various research purposes including activity recognition [Intille et al. 2006 , Logan et al. 2007 , Tapia et al. 2004 . Similar work has been done in an office space in which hundreds of motion sensors were used to study the social interactions and behaviors of approximately 100 subjects [Wren et al. 2007 ]. In Liao et al. [2006] , GPS data from wearable sensors is used for place labeling, specifically, recognizing significant locations and associating activities to these locations, such as "walking", "visiting", and "leisure".
Two works related to human activity modeling from mobile sensor data are and Gonzalez et al. [2008] . The first of these works , uses principle component analysis (PCA) to identify the main components which structure daily human behavior from the Reality Mining dataset ]. These main components are a set of characteristic vectors, termed eigenbehaviors. To define the daily life of an individual in terms of eigenbehaviors, the top eigenbehaviors will show the main routines in the life of a group of users, for example, being at home overnight. The role of the remaining eigenbehaviors is to describe the more precise, nontypical behaviors in individuals' or the group's lives. Eigenbehaviors are described over what we consider to be fine-grain locations (30-minute time intervals) and are representative of the entire day's activities as opposed to morning only or evening only. Results are presented for location data only where Bluetooth and raw location data is used in an HMM structure to infer a user's location for a given time. In our work, we present a methodology based on a bag of location sequences structure that is advantageous over in that it contains both fine-grain and coarse-grain time considerations, which keeps into account transitions in location and is robust to variations in the data that may be due to noise or due to variations in the dataset, such as eating lunch at 11:30 am as opposed to 11:55 am. Further, due to our location sequence structure, we can discover routines characteristic of various intervals in the day. Our topic model methodology clearly defines a mechanism to rank users and days (with probabilities always greater than zero unlike Eagle's methodology), and with easily identifiable routines with semantic meanings which can be visualized comprehensibly over many of the discovered topics. Ranking allows us to see the raw data in a particular order (given by probabilities), giving structure to the data. This is true for both users and days and is useful for visualizing and structuring the data. We can perform several tasks with the discovered data, such as find users that go to work early, find groups of users that are at home during the day, or find users that turn their phones off in the morning. We also discover a varying sort of routines based on the ATM, a differing methodology which incorporates individual user identities into the model. With this, we can rank users and days, characterize users and day structures based on the Discovering Routines from Large-Scale Human Locations number of topics composing most of the probability mass, and analyze an individual's daily life patterns over time. Finally, PCA is a traditional technique in pattern recognition [Duda et al. 2000] . The more modern techniques we are considering are state-of-the-art models and an active domain in machine learning.
The second work related to activity modeling from mobile sensor data is by Gonzalez et al [2008] . Recently, they used mobile phone data to study the trajectories of human mobility patterns, and found that human trajectories show a high degree of temporal and spatial regularity, more specifically, that individual travel patterns can collapse into a single spatial probability distribution showing that humans follow simple, reproducible patterns. This study was performed on a large-scale mobile phone dataset of over 100, 000 users over a period of six months.
Another closely related work published simultaneously to ours Gatica-Perez 2008a, 2008b] , is described in Huynh et al. [2008] and uses topic models for human activity discovery, using wearable sensor data and not mobile phone data. The method identifies activity patterns in one single person's daily life over sixteen days, using two wearable sensors, one placed on the right hip and the other on the right wrist. For activity recognition, the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic model is used where activity words are manually labeled or automatically recognized low-level activities, and the topic model is used to discover patterns in these activities, which are essentially co-occurring low-level activities. Further, a document is constructed from a sliding window of length D. In contrast, our work investigates the human routine discovery task from mobile phone data, on a large scale, and we use this data to discover group routines in addition to individual routines. Our documents are independent and identically distributed as in topic models, though this is not the case in Huynh et al. [2008] . Further, our methodology has proven successful on lower level input data which can be obtained more directly from sensor data, such as the locations of an individual and their proximate interactions [Farrahi and Gatica-Perez [2008a] ]. The methodology proposed in Huynh et al. [2008] requires higher level information regarding a person's activities through the use of multiple devices attached to various body parts, unlike our work which only relies on one single device (a phone) which is worn and used naturally. Further, our methodology also investigates the Author-Topic model [Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004] .
A preliminary version of our work was published in Farrahi and Gatica-Perez [2008b] , where we investigated the location-driven routines of a selection of 30 users over a four month period. Previously, we also studied the proximity dataset in addition to the location data using a conceptually simpler topic model [Farrahi and Gatica-Perez 2008a] . This work significantly extends our initial work by applying our methodology on the full dataset of 97 users and 16 months (491 days) of available data. The issue of model selection is also investigated, and the analysis is thorough and extensive considering both individual and group behavior. As discussed in the introduction, we also perform several new tasks with the routines discovered. Fig. 1 . Visualizations of the location data for (a) all the users and the entire set of days and (b) all the users and days excluding days which contain entirely no data. The x axis corresponds to the time of day (in hours). The y axis corresponds to days.
OVERVIEW OF OUR WORK
We use the Reality Mining dataset ], which contains the mobile phone sensor data recordings of 97 subjects studying or working at MIT over the 2004-2005 academic year. Reality Mining has been recently named by MIT Technology Review magazine as "one of the 10 technologies most likely to change the way we live" [MIT Technology Review] . The dataset contains the location (cell tower connections), proximity (Bluetooth connections), communication as well as phone application usage of the subjects, though much of this data is noisy and missing. Here we focus on the location dataset, which is given by cell tower connections. Throughout the study over 32, 000 towers were recorded, to which we assign semantic labels. We assign 'location labels' of home (H), work (W), or other (or out) (O) to the towers using labels provided by the collectors of the dataset. More precise details regarding location labeling and the dataset can be found in Sections 4.1 and 6.1, respectively. At this point, we simply assume that we can represent a day in the life of a mobile phone user in terms of location labels for visualization and description purposes. Assuming we can express the day in the life of a person's locations in terms of these labels, with the addition of a fourth no reception (N) label in case the phone was off or no data was recorded, we can then visualize the users' location patterns as a function of time of day, as in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). Each row in the figures is a day of a person's life in terms of his/her location, where the x-axis is the time of day, and the four colors represent the four location labels. Figure 1 (a) shows our entire dataset for the 97 users and their 491 days of activities, many of which contain no reception the entire day. Figure 1 (b) shows the input dataset used in which we remove days containing entirely no reception labels. Looking at Figure 1 (b), the immense quantity of noise and missing data becomes apparent as well as the amount of data and complex mixture of activities which potentially exist. In addition, it is not apparent how to determine dominating group routines and how to characterize individuals in terms of the groups' routines. These are a few of the points we address with our proposed methodology, illustrated in Figure 2 .
Our overall goal is to determine what human routines are contained in mobile tower connection data and how to discover them in an unsupervised manner. As described earlier, we represent a day in the life of an individual in terms of their locations obtained by cell tower connections and use this information to form a bag of location sequences. This bag representation was carefully designed to capture dynamics (i.e., location transitions) as well as both fine-grain (30 minute) and coarse-grain (several hour) time considerations. Details of the method for bag construction are in Section 4. Overall, we make an analogy between the bag of location sequences (or words) for mobile data and a bag of words for text documents, where a location sequence is analogous to a text word, a day in the life of a person is analogous to a document, and a person is analogous to the author of a document. We use two models to discover routines. The first is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA), illustrated in Figure 2 , in which the input is the bag of location sequences. The second is based on the Author Topic Model (ATM), also visualized in Figure 2 , in which user identity is input to the model in addition to the location sequences. The output of the models is a set of probability distributions over words and latent topics, capturing the dominating underlying routines in the dataset. We can then rank location sequences and days per topic, as well as users per topic in the case of ATM, and observe the routines discovered as topics.
BAG REPRESENTATIONS
In this work, we design a bag representation for location sequences. Location sequences are not suitable for topic models in their original time sequence form since words in the topic model should be interchangeable. By constructing a bag representation to capture fine-and coarse-grain location, both can be encoded and can be viewed as analogous to words for text mining.
Fine-Grain Location Representation
For a given individual in the dataset, there are entries for cell towers users connect to, the start and end connection times. Over 32 000 towers are seen Step 1 is the division of a day into fine-grain 30-minute time intervals, which we call the fine-grain location representation. This first step includes associating a single location label of H, W, O, or N to each 30-minute time interval.
Step 2 is division of a day into 8 unevenly distributed coarse-grain time intervals.
Step 3 demonstrates the word construction. Three consecutive finegrain location labels and the coarse-grain time interval are combined to form location sequences. The set of location sequences for a day forms the bag of location sequences.
by all the users phones over the course of the year. Since we are interested to discover routines existing in the location data, we classify the cell towers into 3 semantic categories, removing the noise of the actual tower ID. As stated in Section 3, the categories were home (H), work (W), and other (O), representing towers which were the self-declared homes of users, work towers at MIT campus, and other towers, respectively. An initial set of labels was obtained from the Reality Mining creators. The list of W towers obtained from MIT was incomplete as several students never connected to any of those towers and thus were never considered to be at work. To resolve this issue, additional W labels were inferred from being in proximity to each person's computer; we did not consider being in proximity to one's laptop as being at work due to the mobile nature of the device. There was a fourth no reception (N) label, applied when there was no tower connection recorded for a user at a given time.
Following the labelling of cell towers into location categories, the day in the life of a user can then be expressed as a sequence of these location labels. The first step in forming our bag of location sequences is the construction of a fine-grain location representation, as illustrated in Figure 3 , Step 1. We chose to a divide a day into fine-grain, 30-minute time intervals, resulting in 48 time blocks per day. We use 30-minute slots as many events of daily life are synchronized with half-hourly schedules and this does not result in vocabulary size explosion as discussed in the following section. For each block of time, we choose the location label which occurred for the longest duration, resulting in a single location label per timeslot. This is an important step as tower connections can be noisy and fluctuative. The result is a day of a user represented as a sequence of 48 location labels, visualized for the entire input dataset in Figure 1 (b).
Bag of Location Sequences
The bag of location sequences is built from the fine-grain location representation considering 8 coarse-grain timeslots in a day, as shown in Figure 3, Step 2. We divide a day into the timeslots as follows: 0-7 am (1), 7-9 am (2), 9-11 am (3), 11 am-2 pm (4), 2-5 pm (5), 5-7 pm (6), 7-9 pm (7), and 9-12 pm (8). The goal of these coarse-grain timeslots is to remove some of the potential noise due to minor time differences between daily routines. For example, if a user leaves the house at 7:30 am as opposed to 8am, we want to capture the important feature of "leaving the house early in the morning" and not the minor time difference of this routine between days. The choice of the timeslots is also guided by common sense about daily activities (e.g., typical lunch times, working times, sleeping times).
Finally, the third step in building the bag of location sequences is the word construction, visualized in Figure 3, Step 3. A location sequence contains 3 consecutive location labels in the fine-grain representation, corresponding to 1.5 hour intervals, followed by one of the 8 timeslots in which it occurred. Thus a location sequence has 4 components, 3 location labels followed by a timeslot. We take overlapping 1.5-hour sets of labels to make a location sequence, so that if we had a pattern HHHOW in the interval 7 am-9:30 am, we would have for 7:30 am, 8 am, and 8:30 am, the following location sequences: HHH1, HHO1, and HOW1, where 1 indicates timeslot 1. Finally, the bag of location sequences is the histogram of the location sequences present in the day. In this article, a document is a day of a user and an author is an individual.
TOPIC MODELS FOR ROUTINE DISCOVERY
Topic models are powerful tools initially developed to characterize text documents, but can be extended to other collections of discrete data. They are probabilistic generative models that can be used to explain multinomial observations by unsupervised learning. Formally, the entity termed word is the basic unit of discrete data defined to be an item from a vocabulary of size V . A document is a sequence of N words. A corpus is a collection of M documents. There are K latent topics in the model, where K is defined by the user.
Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Figure 4(a) ) is a generative model, introduced by Blei et al. [2003] , in which each document is modeled as a multinomial distribution of topics and each topic is modeled as a multinomial distribution of words. The generative process begins by choosing a distribution over topics z = (z 1:K ) for a given document. Given a distribution of topics for a document, LDA assumes a Dirichlet prior distribution on the topic mixture parameters θ and φ, to provide a complete generative model for documents. θ is an M x K matrix of document-specific mixture weights for the K topics, each drawn from a Dirichlet(α) prior, with hyperparameter α. φ is an V x K matrix of wordspecific mixture weights over V vocabulary items for the K topics, each drawn from a Dirichlet(β) prior, with hyperparameter β.
The main objectives of LDA inference are to
(1) find the probability of a word given each topic k, p(w = t|z = k) = φ t k , and (2) find the probability of a topic given each document m, p(z = k|d = m) = θ k m . Several approximation techniques have been developed for inference and learning in the LDA model [Blei et al. 2003; Griffiths and Steyvers 2004] . In this work we adopt the Gibbs sampling approach .
For the LDA model visualized in Figure 4 (a), the following distributions hold:
where φ (z) represents the word distribution for topic z, and θ (d) represents the topic distribution for document d.
From the assumptions in equations (1)- (4), we obtain p(w|z, φ) = Further details of the Gibbs sampling for LDA model parameter estimation can be found in Griffiths and Steyvers [2004] . In practice, we can use the procedure summarized in Figure 5 to estimate the model parameters.
Author-Topic Model
The Author-Topic model (ATM), introduced by Rosen-Zvi et al. [2004] is also a generative model for documents that extends LDA to include authorship information. In ATM, each author is associated with a multinomial distribution over topics and each topic, like LDA, is associated with a multinomial distribution over words. By modeling the interests of authors, it becomes possible to establish what topics an author writes about, which authors are likely to have written documents similar to an observed document, and which authors produce similar work.
For ATM, each word in a document is associated with two latent variables, an author, x, and a topic, z. The graphical model in Figure 4(b) illustrates the process. The set of authors of document m is defined as a m , where A = |a m | is the number of authors who generated the documents in the corpus. Furthermore, x indicates the author responsible for a given word, chosen from a m . In this model, φ denotes the V x K matrix of word-topic distributions, with a multinomial distribution over V vocabulary items for each of K topics drawn independently from a Dirichlet(β) prior. θ is the Ax K matrix of author specific mixture weights for these K topics, each drawn from a Dirichlet(α) prior.
The main objectives of ATM inference are to
(1) find the probability of generating word t from topic k, φ t k and (2) find the probability of assigning topic k to a word generated by author a, θ k a . For the ATM model visualized in Figure 4 (b), the following distributions hold:
where θ (x) represents the topic distribution for authors x. For Gibbs sampling, the joint conditional probability distribution defined in
Step 9 of Figure 6 is used [Rosen-Zvi et al. 2004] , where the word-topic count, n t k is the number of times word t is assigned to topic k and n k = {n is assigned to topic k, and n a = {n
is the topic-author sum. In practice, parameter estimation is based on the procedure in Figure 6 .
Perplexity
Perplexity is a common measure of the ability of a model to generalize to unseen data [Heinrich 2008] . It is defined as the reciprocal geometric mean of the likelihood of a test corpus given a model,
where N m is the length of document m, M is the model, and w m are the set of unseen words in document m. For all experiments described in Section 6, we used β = 0.1 and α = 50/K. In order to find the counts from a set of previously unseen documents, we:
(1) Divide the entire corpus into two groups, training and test sets. We randomly chose proportions of 90% training and 10% test documents. (2) Run the inference algorithm on the training corpus. (3) Run the inference algorithm on the test corpus, but "shift" the topic weights according to those obtained in Step 2 (training phase). More specifically, sample the topic/word and topic/document counts of the test corpus, but add the topic/word count of the training corpus to β before sampling.
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Topic Models for Activity Modeling
To model human activities, we make an analogy between text documents and human location patterns. We replace words with location sequences, documents with days, topics with routines, and authors with users. The LDA model produces φ k t and θ m k , which represent the probability of location sequence t for each topic k, and the probability of topics k for each day m, respectively. Given these probability distributions, we can rank location sequences and days for each topic discovered, and determine routines which are discovered as topics.
The ATM model extends this interpretation to allow a varying set of routines to be discovered, this time with the emphasis of determining distributions of topics over authors, or routines followed by users. The ATM model produces φ k t and θ a k , which represent the probability of location sequence t for each topic k, and the probability of topics k for each user a, respectively. Given these probability distributions, we can again rank location sequences for each topic discovered. Furthermore, with this methodology we can also rank topics for users, resulting in the discovery of routines followed by users.
Based on our method, we set out to answer several questions:
-How can we use different types of topic models for location-driven human activity analysis, and more specifically, what type of topics do LDA and ATM discover? -Are there specific activity patterns occurring on weekends versus weekdays? -How do the topics discovered characterize the set of days and users in the dataset? -Does the entropy of a user's location-routines have a meaning? -How does the proposed method compare to clustering? -Can the topic model methodology find changes in a user's daily location routines or discover meaningful groups?
We provide answers to these questions in the following section.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, we present our results motivated by the questions mentioned above. First we present the data used and describe the experiments used for model selection. We present the results of human location-driven activities from LDA and ATM. We then investigate daily patterns, compare our method to clustering, investigate users in terms of their location-entropy, and user our topic model method to discover groups of users' routines. Finally, the limitations of this work are covered.
Data
As summarized in previous sections, in the Reality Mining dataset ], the activities of 97 subjects were recorded by mobile phones over 491 consecutive days of data recording (January 1, 2004 to May 5, 2005 . This comprises over 800 000 hours of data on human activity. The 97 subjects in the study are business and engineering students and staff of MIT living in a large geographical area covered by over 32000 cell towers. More precisely, 25 of the students in the dataset are labeled as Sloan business and the remaining 72 individuals are students and staff from the Media Lab. They work in offices with computers that have Bluetooth devices which can sense in a 5-10m radius. All privacy concerns of the individuals in the study have been addressed by the collectors of the data . For the experiments, we removed days which were entirely N (no reception), since they contained no useful information. The resulting dataset is still massive, amounting to 10 118 days, and over 242 800 hours of data. The set of days for experiments are visualized in Figure 1 .
Model Selection for LDA
We use perplexity as a measure to determine the optimal number of latent topics, K. Due to space constraints, the detailed explanation of perplexity is given in the Appendix. We computed perplexity for LDA using K values from 20 to 500 with increments of 20. For all values of K, initialization was followed by 1000 iterations of the Gibbs sampling algorithm. The perplexity is plot over the number of latent topics in Figure 7 . A drop in perplexity occurs at approximately K = 200 topics, after which the perplexity stabilizes. We choose K = 200 as the number of latent topics for the remaining experiments.
Routines Discovered with LDA
The LDA model successfully found latent topics over all users and days, and contain the dominating location routines. The unsupervised discovery of location-driven routines revealed different types of patterns, assigning intervals of days which follow characteristic trends to various topics with a probability measure. To illustrate the routines discovered, for each topic we rank the 4 most probable location sequences, ranked by P(w|z), and show them in tables.
For each topic, we also rank the 50 most probable days, ranked by P(z|d), and visualize them in plots.
• 3:15 The table lists the 4 most probable location sequences ranked by P(w|z) for topics 2, 3, 13, 23, 183, and 171. The visualizations beneath illustrate the corresponding 50 most probable days ranked by P(z|d), entitled with the topic number and the semantic work routine.
In Table I , we illustrate the various types of work routines exhibited by listing the top location sequences with the corresponding topics' visualization of top days, ranked by P(z|d).
Some interesting results are the following:
-Topics 2 and 3 in Table I capture "going from work to out in the evening" routines, at different time intervals. The most probable words for topic 2 are WWW6, which is being at work in timeslot 6 (5-7 pm) followed by going from work to out in timeslot 7 (7-9 pm) WOO7, WWO7. Topic 3 contains very similar top words, but in one timeslot sooner: it is characterized by being at work in timeslot 5 (2-5 pm) followed by going from work to out in timeslot 6 (5-7 pm). Beneath the table, we visualize the top days for those topics, and can see that the days in topic 3 contain a work to out transition at an earlier interval than in topic 2. -Topic 23 captures a "going from home to work" routine between 9-11 am.
The most probable words are "at home before 9 am", followed by HWW3, HHW3, which represent "going from home to work" transitions in timeslot 3 (9-11 am). -Topic 183 captured "at work early in the morning", with the most probable words being WWW1 and WWW2 followed by transitions around 7-9 am. -Topic 171 illustrates a "work to out fluctuation in the early afternoon" with top words containing work to out fluctuations in timeslots 3 and 4 (9 am-2 pm).
Note that in all these topics, the top few words account for over 90% of the probability mass, which suggests that the topics are discriminant of very characteristic patterns despite the inherent noise present in most days' data. This is possible due to the relatively large number of topics we use.
Other routines discovered are visualized in Figure 8 with their corresponding labels as the title. Note that these selected routines are just a few of the many meaningful topics discovered.
-Topic 15 captures a work to out to work routine which could correspond to a "lunch" break. Top location sequences are listed for selected topics, ranked by p(w|z), as well as top users for these topics, ranked by p(z|a). Beneath are plots for the top authors' days for given topics illustrating the routines discovered.
-Topic 172 captures out most of the day with very short work fluctuations occurring between 10 am-3 pm. -Topic 153 captures working nonstop for at least 4 hours, then going home at approximately 10pm. -Topic 88 captures home roughly 10am-3pm. -Topic 99 captures out for a few hours at roughly 8pm, then arriving home at around 9 pm and staying home for the entire evening. -Topic 179 captures an out-home-out-home routine, with each location occurring for a few hours in the evening.
Routines Discovered with ATM
For the ATM, we use the same model parameters as those for LDA. Specifically, K = 200, β = 0.1, α = 50/K, and we run 1000 iterations of the Gibbs sampling algorithm. The results obtained by the ATM differ to those obtained by LDA.
With the ATM, the routines capture users' routines, simultaneously taking into account users' identities and daily location routines. In contrast, the LDA model captures routines from the days in the dataset, disregarding users' identities.
In Table II , selected ATM results are listed. We include the top 4 location sequences for selected topics, ranked by the probability of a word given the topic, p(w|z). We also include the top 4 authors for the selected topics, ranked by the probability of the topic given a user, p(z|a). Beneath the table, the plots entitled "Topic x", display all the days of users for which p(z|a) > T a , where T a = 0.1 ranked by users. We pick a selection of 5 from the 200 topics to demonstrate the routines obtained. Note that each user has a different number of recorded days in the dataset, and each topic has differing number of users with p(z|a) > T a , which explains the varying number of days plot for each topic.
-In Topic 70, the top words are "being at home in the early morning (HHH1) and evening from 5 pm onwards" (HHH6, HHH7, HHH8). Users whose daily lives most often evolve around this routine are users 95, 11, 15 and 39 who characterize this topic with similar probabilities. -Topic 97 discovered a "being at home early in the day" (HHH in timeslots 1-4). Users 62, 57, 63 and 75 display this routine most frequently, though not everyday, as seen by the lower p(z|a) for users 63 and 75. In the corresponding plot, we can see a general "being at home in the mornings and afternoons" routine, though not everyday. -Topic 118 found a "being at home" in the morning routine (HHH1) cooccurring with "being at work 11am-7pm" (WWW4, WWW5, WWW6). Users 54, 29, 10, and 85 most frequently follow this daily life pattern. -Topic 151 captures "no reception in the morning" (NNN1 and NNN2) cooccurring with "being at work in the afternoon" (WWW4, WWW5). Users 14 and 43 most strongly follow this routine. -Topic 195 discovered a "being at work throughout the day" routine (WWW in timeslots 1,2,4,5), which is very frequently followed by users 26, 27, 58, and 24, seen by their high p(z|a) and their daily lives visualized in the figure. This could potentially be the discovery of "users who live on campus".
Comparing the routines obtained with LDA and ATM, we note that the ATM produces topics with top words that do not account for the probability mass as strongly as they do in LDA. Also, note that none of the top users shown for the topics are the same. This suggests that the ATM is preferring certain users versus others for these topics. Also, note that for some topics, authors are very characteristic (high p(z|a)), while for other topics this is not the case. Overall, the ATM learned topics that are more general than the ones with LDA, with the advantage of learning the author-topic distributions. We lose discrimination in the topics (routines discovered) with ATM but this is traded off for learning author distributions.
Daily Patterns
Our methods allow to extract daily patterns that are meaningful according to the day type and seen as a mixture. We now discuss these two aspects. Fig. 9 . Weekend-dominant versus weekday-dominant routines discovered by LDA. The visualizations entitled "Topic x" show the top 50 days, ranked by P(z|d), for topic x. The plots entitled "Hist:Topic x" are counts of whether the most probable days in topic x correspond to Weekends or Weekdays. It can be seen that the top 50 days for topics 182 and 122 almost entirely correspond to weekdays. The majority of the most probable days of topics 21 and 37 correspond to weekends. demonstrate routines which dominated on weekdays and topics 21 and 37 demonstrate routines which tend to dominate on weekends. Each visualization of the most probable days per topic, entitled "Topic x" is followed by a histogram, entitled "Hist: Topic x", which counts whether the topic's 50 top days correspond to weekends or weekdays. We can see a "being at work" routine in topics 182 and 122 corresponds to weekday trends, and "being at home" during the day corresponds mostly to weekend behavior, though some weekdays also demonstrate this routine, perhaps corresponding to holidays or days off.
Days as Mixture of Topics.
One fundamental question that arises is: how evident is the "mixture of topic" assumption in our data. Are days about one topic or more? Our LDA methodology also allows us to find days which vary over many topics, and days that are best represented by a few topics. On one hand, by looking at days for which p(z i |d) <= T L , ∀i = 1 : K where T L is a small value (set here to 0.05), we can find days that are not highly probable for any topic and thus are distributed with low probabilities over many topics. These days are visualized in Figure 10(a) , and the probability distribution of topics given a particular day which is not highly probable for any topic is shown in Figure 10(b) . On the other hand, we also find days that are best represented by a few topics by collecting days for which p(z i |d) > T H , for a given i, where T H = 0.15. These days are visualized in Figure 10 (c) and illustrate days which are best characterized by few topics. In Figure 10(d) , we plot the probability distribution of topics given a day which is well represented by a single topic. The thresholds T L and T H were picked in order to depict data on the order of 500 days. Comparing Figures 10(a) and (c) we can differentiate between days following a rich set of routines and days lacking in variety in terms of location patterns. Those with highly varying routines, generally require more topics to capture their structure.
In Figure 11 , we show a histogram of the number of "dominating" topics per day. We compute the number of topics composing at least 50% of the probability mass of each day in the study, and plot a histogram of the results. In general, all days are well described by fewer than 30 topics. Thus, at most 15% (30/200) of the topics can describe the probability mass of any day in the dataset. On the lower end of the histogram, very few days are described by less than 10 topics (35 days, or 0.3% of the days in the dataset). The same can be observed for high number of topics, very few days require 25 or more topics to be well defined (180 days, or 1.8% of the days in the dataset). The average number of topics in the study is 18 topics. Therefore, even though people typically follow very routine daily lifestyles, as found in Gonzalez et al. [2008] , their daily location routines are true mixtures, involving a mixture of around 20 topics on average to define over 50% of the probability mass of the day.
Clusters versus Topics
One basic question is whether the topic model discovers groups of days different than classical clustering algorithms would. To investigate this, we compare the results of routine discovery from the k-means clustering algorithm [Duda et al. 2000 ] to those obtained by LDA. For this task we run k-means with 50 clusters and compare the results to LDA with K = 50 topics. The input to K-means is the fine-grain location representation (in binary). Both algorithms are initialized randomly. The results are illustrated in Figure 12 . Results are presented for a small number of topics for simplicity of visualization and analysis. We observe that k-means finds very general routines occurring 'broadly' over the entire day. In contrast, LDA finds topics with patterns occurring over parts of the day, as well as days with specific transition patterns occurring at a given time, such as those shown in Figure 12 (c) and (d). Furthermore, LDA discovers several routines such as the one visualized in Figure 12 (e), where alternating locations occur for varying time durations, which are not found by k-means. They are discovered with LDA due to the exchangeability of words assumption [Blei et al. 2003], which cannot be found using basic clustering techniques which take the exact occurrence of labels (here location) into account for comparison between data vectors (here days). More generally, the advantage of topic models over traditional clustering methods are: (1) soft clustering of days, and (2) meaningful word distributions as the representation of topics. Concretely in our work, the LDA model results in (1) probabilistic distributions of days given all topics whereas k-means assigns only one cluster per day, and (2) discriminative location sequences per topic characterizing human routines. This information is very useful as we know the precise location transitions which characterize the human routine as well as the timestamp, giving the routine's time details.
6.7 Modeling Individual Users with Topics 6.7.1 LDA-Based User Analysis. We can also examine the topic distributions over users with LDA. For each user x's day d x , we count the topics for which the ranked probability of the topics given the day, p(z|d x ) is greater than T L , aggregate for all the user's days and illustrate them in the histogram entitled "User x Dominant Topics" in Figure 13 . Some users' days are expressed well by a few topics, other users have a rich set of varying routines that are expressed as a mixture of many topics. For example, noting the varying y-axis scales, user 14 has a very high probability of a few topics for most days, whereas users 29, 95, and 97's days are expressed as a mixture over many topics. We plot the users' location data in the plots entitled "User x Data". Each user has a different number of days (y−axis), since they have varying number of days after removing fully no reception days. Beneath the users' days are the four topics which dominate the given users' daily activities. For instance, the four topics dominating user 29's daily routines are topics 153, 196, 20, and 178 . User 29's dominating routines are "being at work" routines, as well as "being at work late in the evening". Looking at "User 29 Data", we can confirm that user 29 does work a lot, especially late in the evening. User 29's daily activities are thus a mixture over several topics, as can be seen by the histogram "User 29 Dominant Topics". User 95's most common routines are "arriving to work before 10 am from an O location", and "being at home in the afternoons and evenings". Looking at user 95's location data, we can see this user is at home in the morning then goes to an O location, perhaps for breakfast or the gym, then goes to work and home in the evenings. User 14 mostly has no reception in the mornings, followed by being at work during the day, as seen by the dominant topic 38 dominating most of his/her daily activities. The user is mostly out in the evenings. It appears that this user's home label is missing, and she/he either turns the phone off while sleeping, or loses reception early in the morning. User 14's dominant topics are less of a mixture over several topics than users 29, 97 and 95. User 97's routines are predominantly "at home in the morning and evenings".
ATM-Based Analysis.
We can also analyze individual user's daily structure with the topics discovered by ATM. The plots in Figure 14 illustrate how well users' daily routines are described by the topics discovered by the ATM. In Figure 14 (a), we plot the number of dominating topics composing 70% of the probability mass for each user. Most users' daily routines are described well by under 17 topics. Users with no data are not considered. Some users are well characterized by a few topics, others require more. In Figure 14 (b), we plot 2 individual users that vary in their daily routine distributions over topics. User 14 (also discussed for the LDA case) is well characterized by 2 topics, whereas user 65 is characterized by a mixture of many topics. In Figure 14 (c) and (d), we plot the days of 4 users whose daily life patterns are described well by a mixture of 2 topics, and 4 users whose daily routines are described by a mixture over many topics. Visible differences between these users' lifestyles are that users 14, 26, 59, and 60 follow very regular, non-varying lifestyles, which are captured well by a few topics, whereas users 83, 89, 9, and 65 have varying daily routines. We also plot a histogram of the number of users whose lives are characterized by various number of topics in Figure 14 (e). According to the ATM analysis, many users can actually be well characterized by few topics. 10 users can be well characterized by fewer than 4 topics, and 18 users by fewer than 5 topics, demonstrating that a significant portion of users have very repetitive non-varying lives. Fewer users have more highly varying lifestyles, as seen by the higher end of the histogram. 11 users can be well described by more than 12 topics. In Figure 14 (f), we plot the entropy for each user, computed on the topic distribution, as a function of the number of dominating topics. Each data point represents an individual user. We can see that the number of topics as a function of entropy is about linear, suggesting that number of dominating topics is indeed a good measure of user entropy and variation in daily activities.
Finding Variations in Individual's Lives Over Time
In order to find variations in a user's daily routines over time, we compute the Bhattacharya distance between consecutive days of a user,
, where d i and d i+1 indicate consecutive days. The Bhattacharya distance measures the similarity of two discrete probability distributions. The more similar two probability distributions are, the closer the sum of products term in BD will be to 1. The smaller the overall BD term, the more similar two probability distributions, with a minimum value of 0. If two probability distributions differ significantly, the sum of product terms will be smaller, and the resulting BD expression will approach its maximum value of 1.
This measure proves to be useful in finding changes in a user's routines over time, as shown for users 2 and 24 in Figure 15 . The bottom figures are the Bhattacharya distance plot as a function of day. The top figures are the set of days for both users, corresponding to the days in the Bhattacharya distance plots above. Note that here days are on the x-axis and time of day on the y-axis. Figure 15(a) shows that at day 13-14, there is a change in the user's activities where they go from "N in the morning and evening" to "being out". This change is captured in the Bhattacharya distance, where the first peak to 1 occurs. The second peak occurs at day 23, where there is again a large variation in the user's routines, this time consisting of "W" routines for a few days followed by "H" routines for some days. User 24's changes in daily routines are also captured by the Bhattacharya distance, where the measure peaks to 1 at day 17, 19, 37, and 42.
We noted that this measure is sometimes sensitive to days for which large variations don't occur. This is due to several topics accounting for similar routines, likely to happen given the relatively large number of topics. For example, there are more than one topic displaying "being at work in the morning" or "being out during the day". Given the stochastic nature of Gibbs' sampling, 2 very similar days could have differing topic distributions. Thus, there are certain days which are very similar in structure but have larger than expected Bhattacharya distance measures. This could be a result of the potential inadequacy of the perplexity measure in model selection, which is discussed further in Section 6.10.
6.9 Group-Level Routines 6.9.1 LDA-Based Analysis. Using the LDA methodology, we can determine users that exhibit certain patterns. We find topics that display certain routines we wish to inspect such as "working late". There may be more than one topic displaying a similar routine. We use LDA to rank top days for these routines, and then count the number of times these days are highly ranked for each user. The individuals displaying these routines the most are listed as Users in Table III .
As three examples, we can first find users that "go to work early". There are two topics that display this routine, one of them displaying "going to work from home" (Topic 196 ) and the other one "going to work from other" (Topic 122). In both cases the user is at work by timeslot 3 (9 am-11 am). Users 29, 4, 69, and 10 arrive to work early from home, as seen in Topic 196 in Table III . Users 95, 41, and 13 arrive to work early from O. Second, we can also find users that work very late before going home. Topic 153 dominates for users 29, 10, and 78 who often stay at work late (5-9 pm) and arrive home after 9 pm. Finally, We list users that follow these routines more than usual. Displayed topics are discovered to be dominating for business (Sloan) students.
we discover users that possibly turn off their phones (have no reception) in the evenings. Users 90, 94, 42, and 37 often have no reception after 7 pm. 6.9.2 ATM-Based Analysis. While groups of users that share a routine can be discovered by LDA, ATM is in general better suited for this task. By finding several users that display given routines, we can identify small groups of individuals displaying similar behavior. With the ATM methodology, certain topics exhibit routines that dominate for mostly business students. In Table IV , we display 4 of the routines that were discovered for business students. We list the top users along with their student types. We also display the top location sequences for these topics.
-Topic 104 dominates for users 38, 50, 96, and 82, three of which are Sloan students. These students tend to go out from home late in the evenings in timeslot 8 (9-12 pm). -Topic 139 is dominant for users 12, 82, 66, and 69, three of which are Sloan students. These users go from home to work in timeslot 7 (7-9 pm) or from work to home in timeslot 6 (5-7 pm). -Topic 145 occurs mostly for users 1, 84, 50, and 42, three of which are Sloan students. These users are often at O locations throughout the day. -Topic 146 occurs dominantly for four business students. They are often at home in timeslots 4 and 5 (11 am-5 pm).
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Limitations
While we have shown that many insights about routines can be obtained with our approach, our work has a number of limitations. The first one is the scope of users for which data was collected. The users in this study are all MIT students and staff, and their daily routines are clearly not representative of the whole society. However, their daily routines are expected to be similar, for the most part, to other university students and staff as well as working professionals. Further, the fact that two types of students and staff were used as the population for which data is collected (engineering vs. business) makes the dataset more representative.
Another limitation is the way we select the number of topics. For LDA, perplexity is used as a measure to determine performance on unseen data. However, perplexity is not a "perfect" measure for model selection, since similar resulting topics is not considered in the perplexity computation. In practice, smaller values of K would have resulted in less "duplication" of topics (as we observed in our preliminary work [Farrahi and Gatica-Perez 2008b] ) but also the topics become more general. Overall, perplexity is not perfect for model selection, though other ways of choosing model parameters are not much better, and the issue of model selection for topic models is an active problem [Blei et al. 2004] . For ATM, this parameter was chosen to be the same as that for LDA for comparison purposes, but there is obviously no guarantee that such value would have been chosen from perplexity experiments.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a novel framework for location-driven routine discovery using probabilistic topic models. Using a massive dataset collected by 97 users' mobile phones over a period of 16 months from the Reality Mining project, we successfully discover routines characteristic of days and individuals in the study in an unsupervised manner. We have proposed a method to represent location sequences, and incorporated this into the LDA and ATM topic models. The resulting distributions of words for latent topics, as well as topics given days, and topics given users, reveal hidden structure of routines which we use to perform varying tasks, including finding users or groups of users that display given routines, and determining times when certain events or changes in events occur.
We have several ideas for extending this work. We would like to investigate the proximity dataset, obtained by Bluetooth information of the users' mobile phones. By considering who people are in contact with at various times of the day, we could perform various tasks including differentiating groups of coworkers, officemates, or friends. As large-scale mobile sensing becomes more feasible, we would like to test our method on other datasets [Kiukkonen et al. 2010] . Recent work has investigated parallel versions of LDA, which make the model scalable to handle large numbers of users and days [Wang et al. 2009 ]. We are also interested in investigating other topic models, such as hierarchical topic models [Blei et al. 2004] , with the goal of inferring the number of latent topics within the model. Furthermore, we are interested to look at models 
